114     FOOD FOR PLEASURE, HEALTH, AND SOCIABILITY
They believe fully in the old saying, "the proof of the pudding
is in the eating/' and do not object to the routines of the
kitchen, including dishwashing, if they are a means to a de-
sired end and the tasting is to their liking.
correlation between areas of study is
DESIRABLE
Attention during the cooking experiences should not be
confined entirely to learning to cook. Group experiments can
illustrate facts and principles learned in other studies, thus
cementing what is learned; i.e., bread may be made in foods
study while yeast is being studied in biology; or dehydrated
foods may be prepared while the increased use of such foods
is being studied from economic standpoints- in geography or
other classes. Many kinds of correlated experiences help chil-
dren see the relation of foods and dining to other aspects of
living. Dishes after the style of Colonial times have been
prepared and served during a study of life in those days. A
new moving picture shows this vividly. It shows how food
was prepared over open fires in Colonial days and other activi-
ties in the day of a Colonial family (see reference on page
172). A series of Mexican dishes often rounds out a study of
that country. These and similar correlations have their value.
A more real liking of our neighbors, and a greater appreciation
of their cultural mores might be developed by having first or
second generation Americans demonstrate some of their de-
lightful variations in food combinations, cookery processes,
utensils used, and festival customs which reveal much of their
family philosophies. One school held an old-home festival
for this purpose. Mothers came in native dress. The teacher
borrowed costumes of other nations and early America for
the children to use; pictures and household objects from the
local museum illustrated the plays and foods which the chil-
dren had prepared.
In many districts families still use recipes and cooking
methods of other countries. Using some of these in connec-
tion with a lesson or series of lessons serves to dignify the

